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ABSTRACT: Inhibition of nuclear factor κB (NF-κB) is mainly accomplished by IκBR, which consists of a signal
response sequence at theN-terminus, a six-ankyrin repeat domain (ARD) that bindsNF-κB, and aC-terminal
PEST sequence. Previous studies with the ARD revealed that the fifth and sixth repeats are only partially
folded in the absence of NF-κB. Here we report NMR studies of a truncated version of IκBR, containing only
the first four ankyrin repeats, IκBR(67-206). This four-repeat segment is well-structured in the free state,
enabling full resonance assignments to be made. H-D exchange, backbone dynamics, and residual dipolar
coupling (RDC) experiments reveal regions of flexibility. In addition, regions consistent with the presence of
micro- to millisecond motions occur periodically throughout the repeat structure. Comparison of the RDCs
with the crystal structure gave only moderate agreement, but an ensemble of structures generated by
accelerated molecular dynamics gave much better agreement with the measured RDCs. The regions showing
flexibility correspond to those implicated in entropic compensation for the loss of flexibility in ankyrin repeats
5 and 6 upon binding to NF-κB. The regions showing micro- to millisecond motions in the free protein are the
ends of the β-hairpins that directly interact with NF-κB in the complex.
The ankyrin repeat (AR) is a common motif in proteins that
function primarily in protein-protein interactions. The AR is
found as a recognition motif in more than 3500 proteins involved
in numerous fundamental physiological processes across all
kingdoms of life (1). For example, ARs form a scaffold for
specific, high-affinity interactions involved in the formation of
transcription complexes, initiation of immune responses, biogen-
esis and assembly of cation channels in membranes, regulation of
some cell cycle stages, and symbiotic interactions (2, 3). Muta-
tions in genes encoding AR proteins can cause defects in gene
expression leading to the onset and progression of disease in
animals and humans (4). Furthermore, these proteins have
recently been successfully targeted in pharmaceutical and bio-
technological applications (5-7).
Most naturally occurring ankyrin repeat domains contain
multiple repeats that form a cup-shaped structure in which the
helices form the convex surface and the β-hairpins protrude into
the concave surface (1, 2, 8). Each AR consists of 33 amino acids
organized into a β-turn/loop-helix-loop-helix fold. The
β-hairpin and loop region protrude outward at an angle of
∼90 with respect to the helices, which are arranged in an
antiparallel fashion. To date, four structures have been deter-
mined by NMR (9-12) and some 15 more are available from
crystallography. Both the convex and concave surfaces of AR
domains are used to mediate protein-protein interactions, with
the concave surface of the β-hairpins forming the binding inter-
face in themajority of complexes studied so far. Structures of AR
domains in complex with their binding partners have also been
determined by both NMR (13) and crystallography.
The AR domain-containing protein, IκBR, is an inhibitor of
transcription factor NF-κB and functions by sequesteringNF-κB
in the cytoplasm in resting-state cells (14). The crystal structure of
IκBR in complexwithNF-κB (p50/p65) shows that IκBR contacts
NF-κB via its six AR domains, forming a discontinuous binding
surface inwhich the first twoARs of IκBR contact theNLS of the
p65 subunit of NF-κB and ARs 4-6 contact the dimerization
domains of NF-κB p50 and p65 (15, 16). Until recently, there was
little structural or dynamic information about free IκBR. The
resistance of free IκBR to crystallization (G. Ghosh, personal
communication) suggests the presence of conformational dis-
order in the free protein. ANS binding and H-D exchange
experiments monitored by mass spectrometry revealed that free
IκBR possesses regions with molten globule character (17). H-D
exchange experiments further revealed that theARs of IκBR have
different solvent accessibilities, with repeats 1, 5, and 6 being the
most solvent accessible (17). Urea denaturation experiments
demonstrated that the first four repeats of IκBR fold in a
cooperative manner, but the fifth and sixth repeats undergo a
noncooperative folding transition (18). Furthermore, ARs 5 and
6 undergo a coupled folding and binding interactionwithNF-κB,
whereas the first four repeats exhibit little change in solvent
accessibility upon NF-κB binding (19).
To understand the architecture and dynamics that hold the
well-structured core of free IκBR together, we have undertaken
NMR experiments with IκBR(67-206), which comprises the first
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four ARs of the protein (Figure 1). The combined results of
NMR dynamics, H-D exchange, and RDC experiments reveal
many structural similarities to the crystal structure of NF-κB-
bound IκBR, and some surprising differences that were suggested
in a previously published all-atom molecular dynamics simula-
tion of IκBR(67-287) (18). As suggested by previous H-D
exchange mass spectrometry experiments, IκBR(67-206) is
well-structured, but backbone 15N order parameters reveal fast
time scale dynamics in the variable loops and micro- to milli-
second dynamics in the β-hairpins. Furthermore, RDC analysis
combined with the results from NMR relaxation and H-D
exchange experiments shows that, while the orientations of the
eight helices of this domain are very similar to the orientations
seen in the crystal structures (15, 16), the outer helix of AR3 is
undergoing dynamics which may have implications for the
function of IκBR.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Expression and Purification of IκBR(67-206). IκBR(67-
206) in pET11a (Novagen) was transformed into the Escherichia
coli BL21(DE3) strain. Expression of 2H- and 15N-labeled and
2H-, 13C-, and 15N-labeled IκBR(67-206) was conducted in M9
minimalmedium inD2O supplementedwith
15NH4Cl (2 g/L) and
[13C]glucose (8 g/L). Cells were acclimated by being grown
sequentially in 10 mL cultures of M9ZB, M9, M9(50% D2O),
and M9(90% D2O). Two 1 L growths were inoculated with the
M9(90% D2O) culture and induced at an OD600 of 0.4 with
0.1 mM IPTG for 24 h at 18 C. The cells were collected
by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 30 min and resuspended in
70 mL/L of culture of 25 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 50 mM NaCl,
0.5 mMEDTA, 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 0.3 mMPMSF, and
protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) and lysed by sonication on
ice. The soluble part of the lysate was purified by cation exchange
chromatography on a Hi-Load Q-Sepharose 26/10 column (GE
Healthcare) using a 1 h gradient from 50 to 500 mM NaCl. The
final purification of the protein was conducted on a HiLoad
Superdex 75 16/60 gel filtration column (GE Healthcare). The
purified protein was concentrated in 4 mL 10KMWCOAmicon
concentrators (Millipore) in a fixed angle rotor at 4000 rpm in
15 min intervals to prevent aggregation.
NMR Backbone Resonance Experiments. Backbone re-
sonance assignment experiments with IκBR(67-206) were con-
ducted with 0.5 mM [2H,15N,13C]IκBR(67-206) in 25 mM Tris
(pH 7.5), 50 mM NaCl, 50 mM arginine, 50 mM glutamic acid,
5 mM CHAPS, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and
2 mM NaN3 in 90% H2O and 10% D2O. Standard HNCA,
HN(CO)CA, HNCACB, and HN(COCA)CB experiments were
conducted at 20 C on a Bruker DRX600 instrument (20-22).
The parameters used for these experiments were as follows:
HNCA, data size of 2048 (t3)48 (t2)96 (t1) complex points,
with eight scans; HN(CO)CA, data size of 1024 (t3)32 (t2)90
(t1) complex points, with 16 scans; HN(CA)CB, data size of 1024
(t3)  32 (t2)  90 (t1) complex points, with 32 scans; HN-
(COCA)CB, data size of 1024 (t3) 32 (t2) 90 (t1) complex
points, with four scans. The delay time between each scan used
was 1.5 s. The data from 36 resonances were assigned but not
used in the relaxation andH-Dexchange analyses due to overlap
(76, 78, 79, 96, 120, 126, 131, 151, 153, 158, 159, 173, 180, and
189-191) or evidence of conformational exchange (69, 70, 72, 73,
81, 82, 85, 89-91, 93, 113, 115, 117, 121, 125, 146-148, 167, and
197). For the comparison of the chemical shifts with random coil
values, an additional correction for deuterium isotope effects was
also applied (23, 24).
NMR Relaxation Measurements. T1, T2, and
1H-15N
heteronuclear NOE measurements for 0.5 mM [2H,15N]-
IκBR(67-206) were taken at 20 C on Bruker Avance 501 and
DRX600 instruments using standard Bruker programs.T1 delays
were 12 (duplicate), 177, 353, 705, 1057 (duplicate), 1409, 1761,
2201, and 2817 (duplicate) ms. T2 delays were 9 (duplicate), 13,
17, 21, 29 (duplicate), 37, 53, and 61 (duplicate) ms. 1H-15N
NOE saturated and unsaturated spectral measurements were
recorded in an interleaved manner. Data were processed using
NMRpipe (25) and analyzed using NMRView (26) and Curve-
fit (27).
H-D Exchange Experiments. The amide H-D exchange
was assessed on 2H- and 15N-labeled IκBR(67-206) by rapidly
exchanging the protein from H2O buffer to D2O buffer (pD 7.1)
using a desalting spin columnon ice. The samplewas immediately
put into the NMR tube and into the spectrometer. The progress
of the exchange of the amide protons with deuterium was
followed by collecting a series of successive 1H-15N HSQC
spectra starting immediately after the buffer exchange into D2O
buffer. All exchange experiments were conducted on a Bruker
DRX600 instrument at 20 C, for a total exchange time of 30 h.
The first HSQC spectrum was collected after 15 min, and the rest
of the spectra were acquired at a 30 min interval for the first 4 h.
The last spectrum was acquired with the sample left in the
spectrometer overnight (18 h). Protection factors (PF) were
determined by calculating kint/kex, where kex is the exchange rate
constant obtained by fitting a single-exponential function to the
intensities of amides in the series of HSQCs and kint is the intrinsic
exchange rate constant obtained by using SPHERE (28) which
corrects for pH and temperature effects. To obtain an estimate for
the standard errors, each exchange experiment was repeated twice.
Residual Dipolar Couplings. The isotropic solution con-
sisted of 0.2 mM [2H,15N]IκBR(67-206) in the previously
described buffer except without arginine and glutamic acid.
The aligned solution was prepared by adding bacteriophage
Pf1 (Asla Biotech) to the [15N]IκBR(67-206) sample. The final
sample contained a 9:1 H2O/D2O mixture as well as 0.2 mM
[2H,15N]IκBR(67-206), 13.5mg/mLPf1 phage, 25mMTris-HCl
(pH 7.5), 50 mMNaCl, 50 mM arginine, 50 mM glutamic acid, 1
mMEDTA, 2 mMNaN3, and 2 mMDTT. All spectra for RDC
experiments were recorded at 20 C.
Experiments were conducted using Watergate for water sup-
pression. Residual dipolar couplings were extracted from two-
dimensional IPAP 1H-15N HSQC spectra (29). Spectra were
FIGURE 1: Sequence alignment between individual repeats of the
IκBR AR, with secondary structural elements shown schematically
below the sequence. The last line corresponds to the consensus for a
stable ankyrin repeat. Residues that correspond to the consensus in
each repeat are shown in bold. The IκBR(67-206) fragment is
denoted with brackets.
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processed with NMRpipe (25) and analyzed using
NMRView (26). In total, 102 experimental N-H RDCs were
obtained.
Accelerated Molecular Dynamics. The details of the ac-
celerated molecular dynamics (AMD) method have been dis-
cussed previously in the literature (30, 31). InAMD, a continuous
non-negative bias potential is added to the original potential
energy surface. This results in a raising and flattening of the
potential energy landscape, decreasing the magnitude of the
energy barriers between low-energy states and therefore enhan-
cing the rate of escape from one low-energy conformational state
to another while maintaining the essential details of the under-
lying potential energy surface. The extent to which the potential
energy surface is modified depends on the difference between the
boost energy and the actual potential. Explicitly, the modified
potential,V*(r), is defined asV*(rB)=V(rB) if the potential energy,
V(r), is equal to or greater than the boost energy andV*(rB)=V(rB)
þ ΔV(rB) if the potential energy is lower than the boost energy.
The energy modification or “bias” is given by
ΔVðrBÞ ¼ ½Eb-VðrBÞ
2
Rþ½Eb-VðrBÞ
The extent of acceleration (i.e., how aggressively the conforma-
tional space sampling is enhanced) is determined by the choice of
the boost energy, Eb, and the acceleration parameter, R. One of
the favorable characteristics of AMD is that the corrected
canonical ensemble average can be back calculated, so that
thermodynamic and other equilibrium properties of the system
can be accurately determined.
The protocol employed in this study follows along lines very
similar to those of a detailed study of the RDCs in the proto-
typical system ubiquitin (P. R. L. Markwick et al., manuscript
submitted for publication). All simulations were performed using
a modified in-house version of the AMBER10 code (32). The
coordinates for IκBR(67-206) were obtained from the X-ray
crystal structure of the IκBR-NF-κB complex (Protein Data
Bank entry 1NFI). The system was placed in a periodically
repeating box with 8000 water molecules and eight Naþ coun-
terions. For each simulation, the system was brought to thermo-
dynamic equilibrium at 300 K and 1 bar pressure using a
Langevin thermostat with a collision frequency of 3 ps-1 and a
Berendsen weak-coupling pressure-stat. Simulations were per-
formed for 10 ns each under periodic boundary conditions with a
time step of 1 fs. Electrostatic interactions were treated using the
particle mesh Ewald method (PME) (33) with a direct space sum
limit of 10 A˚. The ff99SB force field (34) was used for the solute
residues, and the TIP4P water force field was employed for the
solvent molecules. A series of five standard MD simulations
acted as a control set, were used as the starting point for the
AMD simulations, and also provided an estimate of the average
dihedral angle energy (Vdih). For IκBR, a “dual boost” AMD
methodology (35) was used, whereby, in addition to the accel-
eration that is applied across the torsional terms of the force field,
a fixed background accelerationwas also applied across the entire
potential. This background potential is weak, with the following
acceleration parameters: R(tot)=(0.2total number of atoms in
system in kilocalories per mole) and Eb(tot) - V(tot)=R(tot).
The AMD simulations were performed for 10 million steps at
increasing levels of torsional acceleration with parameters other-
wise identical to those of the standard simulations. TwentyAMD
simulations were performed at each acceleration level. The
corrected canonical ensemble was determined by performing a
free energy weighting protocol. The strict Boltzmann reweighting
criterion was relaxed, and an initial free energy “prepruning” for
each AMD ensemble was performed in which the high-energy
structures were stripped out (some 80% of the total trajectory)
and the remaining 20% was used to perform the clustering
analysis (36). To obtain accurate free energy statistics, a reduced
set of structures that represent the conformational space sampled
in the trajectory were used to seed classical MD simulations.
These were then subjected toMM/PBSA analysis which gives the
relative free energies. In this way, the AMD simulations were
primarily employed to obtain enhanced conformational space
sampling, while the free energy statistics are provided by the
MM/PBSA analysis. The “optimal” torsional acceleration level
for the best reproduction of the experimental RDCs was found
to be as follows: Eb(dih) - V(dih)=600 kcal/mol and R(dih)=
120 kcal/mol. A detailed description of the results of the entire
simulation study will be provided elsewhere (P. R. L. Markwick
et al., manuscript submitted for publication).
An SVD analysis was performed to determine the optimal
alignment tensor for molecular ensembles generated at each
acceleration level (37). RDCs calculated from each ensemble at
a given acceleration level were then averaged to include the effect
of statistical mechanical sampling, as no single free-energy
weighted trajectory generated from an AMD simulation repro-
duced the experimental data as well as the trajectory average.
Consistent with our findings for ubiquitin, neither the single
X-ray crystal structure nor a set of ensembles generated from
standard MD simulations yielded calculated RDCs that fit the
experimental data as well as the trajectory-averaged optimal
AMD result (P. R. L.Markwick et al., manuscript submitted for
publication). Trajectory-averaged order parameters (the orienta-
tional distribution of each N-H bond vector) were also deter-
mined at the RDC optimal acceleration level.
Residual Dipolar Couplings. We first used PALES and an
in-house SVD algorithm to determine the best alignment tensor
for the experimental RDC data (using all 102 RDCs and the
structure from Protein Data Bank entry 1NFI) (16, 38). The SVD
analysis revealed that only 97 of the 102 experimental RDCs could
be fit. RDCs for residues 75 and 77, found in the highly flexible
N-terminal tail and for residue 81, which had a nonuniform peak
shape, were ignored. Two other RDCs, for residues 118 and 184,
were removed from the analysis because their values were found to
lie significantly outside the alignment tensor window. These five
RDCs also did not fit those generated from the X-ray crystal
structure and from theMD-generatedmolecular ensembles.Using
the criterion of 1 Hz as the test of significance, the experimental
RDCs for three residues (96, 199, and 200) fit better to the crystal
structure than to the AMDmolecular ensemble. Remarkably, the
experimental RDCs for 40 residues showed a significant improve-
ment in the fits to the AMD ensemble as compared to the crystal
structure. Of these, 29 (bold) also exhibited long time scale
dynamics (residues 77, 80, 86, 87, 88, 89, 98, 99, 100, 101, 104,
105, 106, 120, 125, 127, 128, 130, 131, 133, 135, 136, 141, 144, 145,
146, 156, 158, 164, 167, 168, 173, 177, 180, 186, 189, 193, 194, 201,
and 206). The improvement in the fit of the other 11RDCs is most
likely due to an improved representation of the time- and
ensemble-averaged alignment tensor. Slow collective dynamic
motions may alter the shape anisotropy of the system, particularly
for repeat proteins. The N-H bond vectors associated with these
residues happen to lie at a critical angle relative to the alignment
tensor, where even small variations in the orientation of the
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alignment tensor produce substantial changes in the correspond-
ing RDC. A good example of this is residues 120 and 131, which
show improvements of 3.37 and 5.14 Hz, respectively.
RESULTS
Backbone Resonance Assignments. IκBR(67-287), which
contains all six of the ARs, is marginally stable (17), and many of
the resonances for the last two ARs are missing (39). Truncation
of the domain at residue 206 at the end of the fourth repeat
resulted in a protein with increased solubility and a much weaker
tendency toward aggregation (18). The HSQC spectrum of
IκBR(67-206) (Figure 2) contained 133 of the 134 expec-
ted resonances (all except S159). The resonances were assigned
using conventional three-dimensional HNCA, HN(CO)CA,
HNCACB, and HN(CO)CACB experiments with 2H-, 15N-,
and 13C-labeled protein. The cross-peaks in the HSQC spectrum
for IκBR(67-206) were generally of uniform intensity, indicative
of a well-structured protein unlike the that seen for IκBR(67-
287) (40). An exception is residues 69-72 at the N-terminus,
which exhibited decreased intensity and broadening, perhaps due
to intermediate exchange motions in this part of the protein.
Secondary Structure of IκBR(67-206) in Solution. The
chemical shift differences between 13CR, 13Cβ, 13CO, 15N, andHN
chemical shifts for IκBR(67-206) and the sequence-corrected
random coil chemical shift values are shown in Figure 1 of the
Supporting Information. The 13CR and 13CO secondary chemical
shifts showed positive values, and the 13Cβ secondary chemical
shifts showed the characteristic upfield/near random coil values
indicating helical structure. Although the 1HN and 15N chemical
shifts are a weaker indicator of secondary structure in general, in
IκBR(67-206) these also showed the expected upfield shifts
corresponding to the R-helices in the crystal structure (16).
Backbone Dynamics of IκBR(67-206). To probe the
picosecond to nanosecond scale motions for IκBR(67-206), we
measured 15N R1,
15N R2, and
1H-15N heteronuclear NOE
values at 500 and 600 MHz (Figure 2 of the Supporting
Information). The majority of the heteronuclear NOE values
were g0.8, as expected for a well-structured protein. However,
residues 68, 71, and 77 near the N-terminus, residues 99 and 100
in the variable loop between AR1 and AR2, and residue 206 at
the C-terminus exhibited values of <0.6, indicative of flexibility
on the picosecond to nanosecond time scale.
TENSOR2 was used to analyze the relaxation data (41)
according to the Model-free formalism (42). The resulting order
parameters (Figures 3A and 6A) show the presence of picosecond
to nanosecond time scale dynamics in the variable loops between
each AR and in the β-hairpins at the beginning of each AR.
Several regions exhibited longer time scale motions. The
β-hairpins fit better to a model that included microsecond to
millisecond motions (Figure 3B). Long time scale motions were
seen particularly for residues 73, 77, 86, and 88 in AR1, which
comprise the majority of the contact surface between the first AR
and helix 4 of NF-κB(p65) in the bound complex (15, 16). The
latter half of the AR2 β-hairpin (residues 108-113), the entire
β-hairpin of AR3 (residues 135-146), and the variable loop
between AR3 and AR4 as well as the entire β-hairpin of AR4
(residues 169-185) also showed evidence of longer time scale
motions.
Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Monitored by NMR
Spectroscopy. H-D exchange experiments were performed on
IκBR(67-206) to obtain site-specific information about the local
stability (and flexibility) of the backbone of IκBR(67-206)
toward unfolding processes. Previous mass spectrometry-based
H-D exchange experiments (19) were performed only for times
of up to 5 min, and little amide exchange was observed in this
FIGURE 2: 800 MHz 1H-15N TROSY-HSQC spectrum of [2H,15N,13C]IκBR(67-206). The protein concentration was 0.5 mM in 25 mM Tris
(pH 7.5), 50 mMNaCl, 50 mM arginine, 50 mM glutamic acid, 5 mMCHAPS, 1 mMEDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and 2 mMNaN3 in
90% H2O and 10% D2O at 293 K. Assignments for the backbone amides are labeled.
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region of the protein. NMRH-D exchange experiments cannot
access such short time scales but do provide information about
longer time scales from 20 min to hours. Cross-peak intensities
observed in 1H-15N heteronuclear quantum coherence (HSQC)
spectra were monitored during a total exchange time of 30 h after
rapid solvent exchange intoD2O buffer at pH 7.5 and the data fit
to a single-exponential decay for each cross-peak. The protection
factors were derived by dividing the intrinsic exchange rate
constants for each amino acid (43) by the experimentally
determined rates. Protection factor values ranged from 104 to
106, indicative of a very well structured protein (Figure 2D of the
Supporting Information). Residues for which the exchange was
too rapid for measurement of a protection factor included
residues 69, 71, and 74 (N-terminus), 97-103 (AR1/2 variable
loop), 132, 134, 140, 142, and 143 (AR 2/3 variable loop), 156,
157, 161, 165, and 166 (AR3 helix 2), 168, 169, 174-177, and
179-185 (AR3/4 variable loop), 187 and 188 (AR4 helix 1), 193-
196 (loop between helix 1 and helix 2 in AR4), and 205 and 206
(C-terminus). Higher protection factors were observed in the
second AR and the first half of the third AR, consistent with the
mass spectrometry-based experiments on shorter time scales for
IκBR(67-287) (19). The lower protection factors that we ob-
served in the first ARof IκBR(67-206) were also seen in themass
spectrometry-based measurements, but the lower protection
factors in the fourth AR are due to the absence of the fifth and
sixth ARs from the shorter construct studied here.
Residual Dipolar Couplings in IκBR(67-206). Residual
dipolar couplings (RDCs) are determined in partially aligned
media and give direct information about the orientation of bond
vectors relative to themolecular alignment tensor.RDCs are thus
extremely sensitive indicators of the relative orientations of
domains or structural elements within a protein (44, 45) and
can provide a powerful means of characterizing and refining
structures, in particular, helical proteins. Helix orientation in
crystallographic studies can often be complicated by distortions
of the conformation due to crystal packing forces or by crystal-
lization into nonphysiologically relevant configurations (46). We
pursued RDC measurements to ascertain the relative orienta-
tions of the structural elements within IκBR without the need for
full-scale NOE measurements (45, 47). To compare the well-
structured part of free IκBR in solution to the crystal structure of
the IκBR 3NF-κB complex,
1H-15N RDCs of [2H,15N]IκBR(67-
206) were measured in an orienting medium containing the
filamentous bacteriophage Pf1. The measured RDCs showed a
periodicity consistent with the repeat structure of the AR
domain; all of the helical regions exhibited RDC values between
-5 and-10, whereas the variable loops and β-hairpins exhibited
large, mainly positive values (Figure 4). The data were analyzed
using PALES (38) to compare with the crystal structure of IκBR
determined in complex with NF-κB published by Harrison and
co-workers (16): this structure was used because it was better
resolved in the region of the first two ARs of IκBR and contained
more of the NLS sequence of NF-κB(p65). Figure 5A compares
experimentally derived RDC values to those calculated with
PALES or using an in-house singular-value decomposition
(SVD) algorithm for the crystal structure of NF-κB-bound
IκBR. The results showed a surprising amount of scatter,
especially considering the high order parameters of the domain.
Although RDCs are a structural measure, they reflect dynamic
averaging within the structural ensemble up to a time scale of 1/D
(the inverse of the coupling constant), which is typically several
milliseconds (48).
Accelerated Molecular Dynamics of IκBR(67-206).
Accelerated molecular dynamics (AMD) simulations (see Mate-
rials and Methods) were pursued to ascertain whether dynamic
processes were contributing to the scatter observed in the RDCs.
AMD has been previously employed to successfully interpret
RDCs in proteins (49). Unrestrained AMD simulations were
conducted at increasing acceleration levels to provide system-
atically enhanced conformational space sampling. Several simu-
lations were obtained for each acceleration level to generate
FIGURE 3: Model-free parameters calculated from the 15N relaxation
data of free IκBR(67-206) using TENSOR2. (A) Generalized order
parameters (S2) of N-H vectors plotted as a function of residue
number. Results from anisotropic and isotropic models were similar.
(B) Apparent chemical and conformational exchange contribution
(Rex) to the transverse relaxation rate R2. Residues exhibiting Rex
values are located in areas of decreased S2 values. Results from
isotropic (b) and anisotropic (O) fits are shown. Secondary structure
elements determined from the crystal structure of the IκBR 3NF-κB
complex are shown schematically at the top for the sake of com-
parison.
FIGURE 4: Experimentally measured 1H-15N residual dipolar cou-
plings of IκBR(67-206) plotted as a function of residue number.
Secondary structure elements determined from the crystal structure
of the IκBR 3NF-κB complex are shown schematically at the top for
the sake of comparison. Helices show consecutive negative RDC
values of similar magnitudes, as expected for straight structural
arrays, such as R-helices in which N-H bonds are aligned parallel
with the helix axis and retain the same orientation with respect to the
reference frame. The similar ranges of RDC values for individual
helices suggest that theR-helices of free IκBR(67-206) in solution are
oriented similarly with respect to the alignment tensor.
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multiple ensembles. SVD analysis of the ensembles collected at
each acceleration level was performed to yield the optimal or
preferred alignment tensor producing the best possible reproduc-
tion of the experimental RDC data for each molecular ensemble.
This procedure is identical to that of PALES for obtaining the
optimal alignment tensor for the X-ray crystal structure that best
reproduces the RDC data, except that it is now being performed
on ensembles of structures. It should be emphasized that in
comparison to other studies concerning the structural and
dynamic interpretation of RDCs, the method presented here is
not based on a “fitting” procedure and does not invoke the use of
a predefined model of internal dynamics (50-53). Instead, the
RDCs were calculated from the free energy weighted ensembles
at increasing acceleration levels. Importantly, the method used
here does not require multiple sets of RDC data acquired in
different alignment media. The acceleration level that yielded
RDCs for the ensembles that best matched those from the
experiment was identified (Figure 5B). Clearly, the ensembles
represent the measured RDC values much better than the single
structure found in the crystal. Of the 98 residues, 75 showed some
improvement and 40RDCs showed a significant improvement of
at least 1 Hz. Of these, 29 were associated with residues in regions
of the protein that sampled extended conformational space over
slower time scales in the optimized AMD ensemble. The other 11
residues that significantly improved were not in regions where
slow time scale dynamics were occurring. We attribute the
significant improvement in these RDCs to the improved repre-
sentation of the time-averaged ensemble alignment tensor and
recognize that many of these residues had N-H bond vectors
that critically depended on this parameter. A representative
ensemble of structures from an AMD simulation at the accel-
eration level that best fit the RDC data is shown in Figure 6B.
This ensemble shows structural variations particularly in the
outer helices within AR1 and AR3 as well as the variable loops.
The trajectory-averaged N-H bond vector order parameters
were calculated for the RDC optimal acceleration level and are
plotted in Figure 6C. Experimental 15N spin relaxation order
parameters, describing dynamics on time scales of up to 6 ns, are
also plotted for the sake of comparison. The AMD order
parameters calculated at the RDC optimal acceleration level
are not limited by the rotation diffusion time but report on
dynamic motions up to millisecond time scales (1/D, where D is
the magnitude of the N-HRDCs). We observe a heterogeneous
distribution of long time scale dynamics across the system.
Interestingly, many of the regions where the RDC optimal order
parameters are lower than those obtained from N-H spin
relaxation coincide with those residues that exhibit exchange
relaxation (micro- to millisecond dynamics). The experimental
spin relaxation (Figure 6A) and the RDC optimal computed
(Figure 6B) order parameters are displayed on the structure of
IκBR(67-206) using a temperature scale and plotted for the sake
of comparison (Figure 6C).
Comparison of Free versus Bound IκBR. We also used
TENSOR2 to analyze the R1, R2, and heteronuclear NOE data
collected previously on NF-κB-bound IκBR(67-287) (39) and
compared the results to those already presented for IκBR(67-
206). Only three residues within the first four ankyrin repeats, 70,
83, and 185, required the model that includedRex, yielding values
of 38.6, 9.4, and 16.5 s-1, respectively. Thus, markedly fewer
residues showed slow dynamics (Rex) in the complex as compared
to the free protein (Figure 3B). The Rex values were determined
from the analysis using the anisotropic model in both cases,
although similar results were also obtained from the isotropic
FIGURE 6: (A) Structure of IκBR(67-206) from the IκBR 3NF-κB
complex [Protein Data Bank entry 1NFI (16)] showing the spin
relaxation order parameters (S2) determined from the TENSOR2
analysis of the R1, R2, and hNOE data. (B) Ensemble of structures
from the AMD simulation using the optimal torsional acceleration
level for the best reproduction of the experimental RDCs: Eb(dih) -
V(dih)=600 kcal/mol, and R(dih)=120 kcal/mol. The calculated
order parameters (S2) determined from the N-H bond vectors from
the ensemble-weighted average are shown on the structures. The
color scales for panelsA andBare from red to blue forS2 values from
0.1 to 1.0, respectively. (C) Plot of the experimental order parameters
(as in Figure 3) (b) compared to those calculated from the optimized
AMD simulation (O).
FIGURE 5: (A) Plot of observed vs theoretical residual dipolar cou-
plings measured with PALES for IκBR(67-206) (b) and SVD (O)
using the crystal structure of the IκBR 3NF-κBcomplex [ProteinData
Bank entry 1IKN (15)]. (B) Plot of observed vs AMD-calculated
residual dipolar couplings for IκBR(67-206). There is significant
improvement in the correlation of the AMD-calculated RDCs with
the observed RDCs compared to the results from PALES. For the
RDC measurements, an aligned solution was prepared by adding
bacteriophage Pf1 (Asla Biotech) to a [15N]IκBR(67-206) sample.
All spectra were acquired at 293 K.
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model. Order parameters for IκBR bound to NF-κB compared
well with those for free IκBR. However, the order parameters in
the variable loopswere generally lower for IκBR in the complex as
compared to free IκBR. This can be explained by the fact that the
complex is larger and has a slower rotational diffusion time (13 ns
compared to 6 ns); therefore, the order parameters are reporting
on internal dynamics over slightly longer time scales (Figure 7).
The fact that both isotropic and anisotropic models gave similar
results and the fact that the rotational diffusion time is obtained
from the R1/R2 ratio initially, with no reference to the hetero-
nuclear NOEdata, suggest that the effect of the different rotation
diffusion times (andmodels) on the internal dynamics should not
be significant.
DISCUSSION
IκBR(67-206) Is a Well-Structured AR Domain.
Although many AR domains have been crystallized, the AR
domain of IκBR has remained resistant to crystallization except
in complex with its binding partner, NF-κB. Earlier work using
native-stateH-Dexchange experimentswith short time intervals
showed that the fifth and sixth repeats were fully exchanged after
only 2 min despite the fact that all of the helical secondary
structure seemed to be present (17, 18). Truncation of IκBR at
residue 206 resulted in a protein with solubility properties better
than those of the full-length AR domain. The NMR results
presented here strongly indicate that this fragment of IκBR
represents the well-folded part of the IκBR AR domain. The
overall high heteronuclear NOE values and amide H-D ex-
change protection factors obtained for IκBR(67-206) show that
this part of the protein behaves as a well-structured AR domain
similar to AR proteins which have been structurally and dyna-
mically characterized by NMR, including p16INK4A, p18INK4C,
and p19INK4D (9, 54).
Since the structure of this AR domain was already determined
by X-ray crystallography, albeit in complex with its binding
partner, NF-κB, we elected not to determine the solution
structure of the free protein by standard NOE-based methods
but rather to perform RDC experiments to ascertain whether
there were any differences between the structures of the AR
domain free in solution and bound to NF-κB in the crystal.
Careful analysis of theRDCdata revealed differences in the outer
helices (helix 2) of AR1 and AR3. In addition, it was possible
to carry out a full backbone relaxation analysis of AR1-AR4
of IκBR, and the results reveal multiple time scales of motion
centered around the binding interface in the complex with
NF-κB.
Dynamic Motions in the Outer Helices (helix 2) of AR1
and AR3. We recently reported NMR studies of the full AR
domain of IκBR(67-287) bound to NF-κB (39). Comparison of
the cross-peak intensities of free IκBR(67-206) with those of
bound IκBR(67-287) revealed that many of the cross-peaks in
AR3 disappeared in the spectrum of the bound form. In addition,
protection factors could not be measured for most of AR3 in the
complex, but they are high in the free protein (Figure 2 of the
Supporting Information). Residues that aremissing in the spectra
of the IκBR(67-287) 3NF-κB complex include residues 135-156,
corresponding to the first half of AR3 (39). Whereas cross-peaks
for residues 147-156 (helix 1) were missing in the bound protein,
these are well-ordered, as indicated by high S2 values, the absence
of Rex, and measurable protection factors in free IκBR(67-206)
(Figure 3 and Figure 2 of the Supporting Information). Con-
sistent with what was observed in the bound protein, few of the
amides inAR3helix 2 exchanged slowly enough formeasurement
of protection factors even though the cross-peaks were clearly
visible in the HSQC spectrum. These observations were also
corroborated by the AMD simulations which showed a broader
ensemble of structures for helix 2 of AR3 than for the other
helices in the molecule except for helix 2 of AR1, which can be
explained by the fact that it is in the first repeat.
The observation of slow time scale conformational dynamics
in the AR3 outer helix of the free protein is significant for several
reasons. First, the interface between the second and third ARs of
IκBR is predicted to be the site of folding nucleation, so onemight
expect that AR3 would not be conformationally mobile (55).
Second, it is known that the interface between NF-κB and IκBR
has two hot spots, one at either end (56). This led us to the
hypothesis that upon binding, the AR domain of IκBR might be
“squeezed”. This hypothesis was supported by the observation
that cross-peaks inAR3 disappear upon binding, hinting that the
squeezing might cause intermediate exchange in AR3. We had
previously suggested that the squeezing might contribute to an
entropy compensation for folding of the fifth and sixth repeats.
However, only small entropy changes are observed uponbinding,
and prefolding of the fifth and sixth repeats does not result in
large entropy “savings” upon binding (40). These results suggest
FIGURE 7: Plot of the experimentally determined order parameters
(as in Figure 3) for the free protein (b) compared with those for NF-
κB-bound IκBR from previously published data (39) (O).
FIGURE 8: Structure of the IκBR 3NF-κB complex [Protein Data
Bank entry 1NFI (16)] showing those residues of IκBR(67-206) with
significant Rex colored red.
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that instead of an overall increase in flexibility of AR3 upon
binding, there is a more specific entropy compensation between
structural elements within AR3. It is interesting that comparison
of the order parameters of residues 67-206 in the free versus
bound IκBR actually shows similar and sometimes lower order
parameters in the bound form (Figure 7). Overall, the ARD
undergoes slower time scale dynamics when free than when
bound to NF-κB.
The Binding Interface Has Slow Time Scale Dynamics.
Whereas many residues in the free protein exhibited slow time
scale dynamics as evidenced by the requirement of additionalRex
terms to fit the relaxation data, only three residues exhibited Rex
in the bound form. Figure 8 shows the residues for which longer
time scale motions were detected mapped onto the structure of
the complex (16). These residues correspond very well to the
surface of the first four ARs of IκBR that contacts NF-κB(p50/
p65). The interaction between theARDof IκBR andNF-κB(p50/
p65) involves coupled folding and binding, both the fifth and
sixth ARs of IκBR folding onto the dimerization domains of NF-
κB (19) and of the NLS of p65 folding onto the first AR of IκBR
(C. F. Cervantes et al., unpublished data). Comparison of the
crystal structures of NF-κB(p50/p65) bound to DNA and bound
to IκBR shows that whereas the C-terminal residues of p65, which
contain the NLS sequence, are not structured in the DNA-bound
complex, they form a bent helical segment when bound to
IκBR (16, 57). This latter folding upon binding event results in
the interface shown in Figure 8. The NLS folds onto precisely
those residues in the well-structured part of IκBR that undergo
backbone dynamics on the microsecond tomillisecond time scale
in the free protein. Such slower motions in one binding partner
are thought to be necessary for conformational adjustments that
better accommodate the binding partner (58). These conforma-
tional adjustments may be indicative of “fly-casting” occurring
during the binding process (59). Fly-casting refers to the
observation that a broader conformational ensemble may “capt-
ure” the binding partner more readily, thus accelerating the
association reaction. Indeed, despite the large and complex
interface between NF-κB and IκBR, their association occurs with
very rapid kinetics (60).
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE
Additional NMR data, some of which have been published
previously as a comparison to data for IκBR in complex with
NF-κB.These data include theNMRchemical shift data (Figure 1)
and the backbone relaxation data (Figure 2). This material is
available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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